Minimising the
tyranny of
distance for the
future of RRR
Legal Practice

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

• A partnership program with Charles Darwin
University

“The placement has been very beneficial to me and I feel I have gained
not only a better grasp on family law, but also a grasp on legal practice
in general.”

INTRODUCTION

HRCLS Clinical Placement Clip

“Overall my experience at HRCLS has been an invaluable experience
that I would love to complete again. I definitely was not ready to leave
just yet. I loved every minute of my work experience from sitting in with
clients, typing documents, attending information sessions, talking with
lawyers to attending court.”

FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM

• How it works
• Empowerment
• Inclusive team approach
• Collaboration
“These two weeks saw an opportunity to be exposed to a mere
glimpse of legal life… It provided the first opportunity to believe that
there was a potential future in law for me. The HRCLS went out of
their way to provide a diverse and inclusive experience, in a
supportive environment, and I will certainly be back for more if given
the opportunity in the future.”

HOW THE PROGRAM PREPARES STUDENTS
FOR CAREERS IN RRR AREAS

“I never thought I would be interested in this area and am now a
convert. I’ll enrol in family law next year and when I graduate the
following year, will return to Albury.”

QUESTIONS?
Karen Bowley – kbowley@umfc.com.au
Sarah Caplice - scaplice@umfc.com.au

“I have a much better idea now of what area of law I would like to work
in…My time in Albury/Wodonga has been great. I’ve learnt a lot and met
some fantastic people.”
“This has been the most amazing experience. I have been in a legal
office most of my life but this experience has been the most interesting
by far. From the clients I met, to the people who mentored and worked
with me, it has been absolutely awesome. I feel I have come away
learning so much and very valuable learning experiences.”

